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a horizon is considered a permanent feature of the soil profile, but where superimposed features are locally continuous, the horizon is said to be thin. there are two common types of thin
horizons: the vesicular l horizon and the crustal or mechanically-compacted c horizon. l designates layers that are vesicular; the l horizon is the product of pedogenesis. c designates layers

that are mechanically compacted; c horizons are usually associated with parent material formation events such as serpentinization or ice dissolution. thinner than 1 mm, the horizon may be
designated as cl. a horizon is considered to be a mineral horizon if it contains a major component that has been formed from rocks and is separated by another mineral horizon. the number m

designates minor or accessory minerals that are disposed in aggregates, much finer than the size of sand and silt particles. the a symbol designates aggregates or layers of clay platelets
(often a dominant clay) that are thinner than the size of sand and silt particles. the o symbol designates clays or clastic debris. the prefix c indicates a crustal feature, usually the product of
parent material formation. this system of soil classification is used to describe the structure and reactions of the pedologic material and to trace changes in the pedologic material as erosion

progresses. the nature and amount of structure determine the character of the soil. structure can be present in any of three phases: density, consolidation, or fragmentation. each type of
structure produces a different physical, chemical, and biological response from soil. this scale varies in different regions of the world. the lowest value in this system describes high levels of

structure; the highest value describes low levels of structure.
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a horizon is considered a permanent feature of the soil profile, but where superimposed
features are locally continuous, the horizon is said to be thin. there are two common types

of thin horizons: the vesicular l horizon and the crustal or mechanically-compacted c
horizon. l designates layers that are vesicular; the l horizon is the product of pedogenesis. c
designates layers that are mechanically compacted; c horizons are usually associated with
parent material formation events such as serpentinization or ice dissolution. thinner than 1
mm, the horizon may be designated as cl. a horizon is considered to be a mineral horizon if

it contains a major component that has been formed from rocks and is separated by
another mineral horizon. the number m designates minor or accessory minerals that are
disposed in aggregates, much finer than the size of sand and silt particles. the a symbol
designates aggregates or layers of clay platelets (often a dominant clay) that are thinner

than the size of sand and silt particles. the o symbol designates clays or clastic debris. the
prefix c indicates a crustal feature, usually the product of parent material formation. this

system of soil classification is used to describe the structure and reactions of the pedologic
material and to trace changes in the pedologic material as erosion progresses. the nature
and amount of structure determine the character of the soil. structure can be present in

any of three phases: density, consolidation, or fragmentation. each type of structure
produces a different physical, chemical, and biological response from soil. this scale varies

in different regions of the world. the lowest value in this system describes high levels of
structure; the highest value describes low levels of structure. 5ec8ef588b
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